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PRES IDENT’S MESSAG E 

After working with this extraordinary non-profit 
for more than a decade, my current position as
Board president for North Beach citizens has been

deeply introspective and gratifying. i am humbled by the 
organization’s ongoing challenges that address issues of
food scarcity, lack of housing, and the economic disparities
in our local community. and even though none of us can 
be assured of what the future holds, our mission remains 
resolute—provide proactive, systemic change on behalf 
of the homeless.  

By definition, North Beach citizens is a grass-roots 
organization with a clear vision, and it continues to assert 
itself as a strong presence in the community. our executive
Director made the commitment twenty years ago to help
those who suffer daily from lack of food and who have 
no place to call home. Without Kristie Fairchild and her 
dedicated staff, our Board of Directors could not do its work.
as such, a persistent sense of hope and renewal drives our
determination to expand the organization’s program in
service to those who need us. as we courageously navigate
next steps this fiscal year, we stand by our commitment 
to advocate on behalf of the unhoused.

the tenets of the organization are straightforward—food,
housing, and stability. a staff of five under Kristie Fairchild’s
steady hand feeds 535 clients a year, serves 1-2 meals per

day/5 days a week, and distributes
120,286 pounds of food annually. 
in testament to its well-established 
relationships with local housing
providers, North Beach citizens 
has a 90% success rate that ensures 
its clients remain stabilized after
placement into permanent 
housing. our team also distributes 
much-needed clothing and hygiene supplies, helps in 
obtaining healthcare benefits, and provides job training
skills through its volunteer street beautification program.  

None of this work could be done without the selfless efforts
of my fellow Board members, committees, and volunteers.
and if it were not for the overwhelming generosity of our
donors who, with great allegiance, continue to support
North Beach citizens, the organization would not exist. 
For this sustained and impassioned level of commitment, 
i am deeply grateful.

Warm regards,

Janine Moss
president, Board of Directors
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At the start of the 
pandemic I lost 
myself. When I began 
volunteering at the
NBC food pantry, 
I regained a sense 
of purpose and 
meaning through 
compassion, 
contribution, 
commitment, and 
community. I look 
forward to my time
here every week.

— Lindsey

Volunteer Spotlight
Francis Ford Coppola, Founder

Kathleen emma

J. timothy Falvey

Gail Gilman

Katy Jones

susan Millhouse

Jeanne Milligan

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
July 2022 – June 2023

Nick Ferris
Vice President

Simon Snellgrove
Treasurer

Janine Moss
President

Susan Daniloff
Secretary
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primary goal is to stop clients from
falling into chronic homelessness.
our housing stabilization program
assists people with back rent, bills,
deposits, often with subsidized 
payments, as we find long-term 
solutions. in partnership with the
city, we ensure clients are placed
on housing lists and that they have
all the needed documents for the
application process.  

our food pantry not only provides nourishment for those
who have struggled while living on the streets but also 
fosters trust between our clients and staff. the assurance 
of knowing where the next meal comes from offers a sense
of stability that empowers the people we serve to seek 
lasting solutions for their challenges. Food becomes a 
transformative gateway to change. the grocery distribution
on Wednesday mornings, for our housed clients living in 
extreme poverty, provides additional support so no one 
person has to decide between the cost of a nutritious meal
or other critical expenses. 

once individuals connect with North Beach citizens, our
commitment is to provide ongoing support to help them

As a local grassroots nonprofit organization, North
Beach citizens remains at the forefront of the 
homeless crisis, actively seeking sustainable 

solutions. Working with a devoted team and committed
volunteers is a tremendous privilege. each day we deliver
crucial services as we face one of the community’s most
pressing social issues. NBc has become an invaluable
asset to san Francisco. 

as the executive Director, i have seen the positive impact
of our engagement with our clients’ improved physical 
and mental health. this concept of community-based 
clinical work has become a model and can serve as a 
key for the city to adopt within many districts.   

the foundation of our low-barrier service model is to 
connect and advocate for our clients through case 
management, on a one-to-one basis so that each person 
receives the vital resources needed for stability, including
food, housing, and government benefits.

We firmly believe in a comprehensive approach to 
addressing the needs of our unhoused neighbors, through
immediate crisis response, as well as offering long-term
stability by identifying permanent housing solutions. 
employing evidence-based prevention strategies, our 

FRO M THE EX ECUTIVE  DI RECTOR

Vo    
gr     
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maintain stable housing and thrive. our highly 
successful street Beautification team, established 
in 2003, offers clients a daily schedule with stipends
for groceries for their volunteering efforts, fostering 
a sense of community pride while developing skills 
for employment.

With your invaluable support, we remain dedicated 
to continuing our compassionate work that makes 
a difference in the lives of those we serve. together, 
we will build a greater community that embraces 
and uplifts every individual, one citizen at a time. 

Warm regards,

Kristie Fairchild
executive Director
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For me, a life well lived means being of service. in my
role as program Director at NBc, i have the unique 

opportunity every day to be part of an amazing community
of people who are all working together to support and 
improve the lives of our neighbors. 

it’s a true privilege to be in 
a role where everything we
do counts, and the resiliency,
humor, and compassion 
that i feel with our clients is
inspirational as we help them
navigate an increasingly 
challenging and often harsh
world. the essence of 
humanity shines brightest 
in moments like these. 
infusing my work with joy
and laughter is my way of
embracing the very best of
what it means to be human. 

—Quintin Mecke

Staff Spotlight

Volunteers prepare bags of
groceries in our food pantry
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FOOD PANTRY
535 CLIENTS served this past year

120,286 lbs OF FOOD distributed

12,180 NUTRITIOUS MEALS
served 5 days a week

HOUSING
90% of clients
STAY STABLY
HOUSED
for a year or more

30 people obtained 
permanent affordable 
housing, eviction assistance,
and/or enrolled in our 
stabilization program

CASE 
MANAGEMENT
88% of clients served are 

FULLY DISABLED

NBC IS THE ONLY
HOMELESS PROVIDER
in the Northeast Quadrant 
of San Francisco

STREET 
BEAUTIFICATION
3,302 BAGS OF TRASH 
collected by our volunteer 
Street Beautification Team

15 BIG BELLY CANS 
maintained in North Beach

2023 impact
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l individuals

l Government Grants

l Foundations and
corporations

l special events 

l reserve                                       

program & services                         

l core support
l housing
l street Beautification
l Food pantry

l Fundraising 

l General Management 

INCOME
individuals                                    $367,509
Government Grants                      $72,500
Foundations & corporations     $94,344
special events                             $673,730
reserve                                        $153,177

TOTAL                                       $1,361,259

EXPENDITURES
Program & Services               $1,090,535
Core Support                                        583,294
Housing                                                 277,289
Street Beautification                           127,780
Food Pantry                                          102,172

Fundraising                               $185,182
General Management                $85,542

TOTAL                                     $1,361,259
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Fall Event at Bimbo’s 365 Club
$262,349 donated

as guests walked into the iconic Bimbo’s
365 club they were greeted with passed
champagne and a live Jazz trio in the
lounge area. as everyone bellied up to 
the bar, the chatter started to rise as 
people passed along the tip to look for 
the “lady in the fishbowl”, the legendary
naked mermaid that is a hologram up
from below the club where her live 
performance is occurring. everyone 
was exhaling from the tuesday mid-term
elections, and the holidays started to come into vision with a celebratory feel in the air.
the cocktail hour was extended as the community mingled into conversations and
found themselves behind the pop-up photo booth striking a pose. a three-course meal
followed a touching program featuring our client James K. who was kind enough to join
Kristie on stage to say thank you to the donors for helping him and his dogs get off the
streets. ruth Yankoupe, as the Fund-a-Need instigator, was on the floor encouraging
the donors to raise their paddles in support of the work that helps so many people—
and they did so overwhelmingly! With ruth at the helm, the fundraising goal of the
night was surpassed within the first 20 minutes of the event. therefore, the whole 
night was opened to dancing to the cosmo alleycats which struck up the band and 
got people out on the dance floor. it was a fantastic event, and some guests have said
maybe even “the best.”

Event Committee
Janine Moss, Chair

Gina Baldanzi
susan Daniloff

Kathleen emma
Katy Jones

susan Millhouse
Jeanne Milligan

Host Committee
Janine Moss, Chair

Nick Ferris
Jeff Millard

Jeanne Milligan
simon snellgrove

Volunteer Committee
Gina Baldanzi
susan Daniloff

Entertainment Committee
richard K. Grosboll 

Mistress of Ceremonies
ruth Yankoupe

Event Production 
Committee
Glow events

Graphic Design
sarah crooks
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spring event – Facciamo Festa!
$404,540 donated

Facciamo Festa! “let’s party” was the theme of this year’s 22nd annual spring 
Benefit which brought together neighbors, families, and friends. Guests 
gathered on the terrazza of saints peter & paul church for cocktail hour to enjoy
French 75’s and bourbon on the rocks, donated by Vesuvio cafe, and delicious,
passed appetizers. the cosmo alleycats trio ushered guests down the red 
carpet before lighting up the main dining room with some swinging rhythms.

Guests moved into a beautifully decorated tent hung with long chandeliers for a
family style meal complete with overflowing antipasto, crisp caesar salads, and
an assortment of delicious main courses. of course, coppola wine was flowing!

one of NBc’s clients, Debra,
shared her story of working
with North Beach citizens 
to find supportive housing and stability. Mistress of ceremonies, 
ruth Yankoupe, returned to lead our auction and Fund-a-Need efforts.
the money raised during the event directly impacts the lives of people
living in extreme poverty and helps us implement new initiatives that 
address the pressing challenges our clients face each day.

the evening was a big success and did not disappoint this North Beach
crowd with plenty of dancing, photo booth fun, and late-night espressos.
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aliving legacy is a commitment to donate 
a future gift to North Beach citizens, 
most often through your estate. North

Beach citizens, in honor of our founding Board 
member anne halsted, launched its living
legacy Fund in 2021. thoughtful bequests are
critically important and even a small fraction 
of one’s ira or estate can be of tremendous
benefit to the non-profit. 

this giving tool is simply one more way that
helps North Beach citizens build a stronger
community on behalf of our most vulnerable
clients. this fund will ensure that we will have
the ongoing resources necessary to house and
offer stabilization to our neighbors in need. 

please contact us for the one-page instructions
on how to enroll. 

What is a living legacy?  
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We want to thank
North Beach Citizens
for helping our brother
in his final years. He
was homeless for over
5 years before being
introduced to North
Beach Citizens through
a community member
—it changed his life. You were able to 
find my brother an apartment, a real 
home for him to settle in and be safe and
comfortable. We are forever thankful for
your help and caring support. 

—Tom Ruble in memory of Greg

In Memory
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OUR TEAM

Kristie Fairchild
Executive Director

Quintin Mecke
Program Director

Leona Alcorn
Sr. Intensive Case Manager

Sacha Martinez-Scott
Case Manager

Gina Baldanzi
Administrative Assistant 

Angelica De Los Reyes
Food Pantry Supervisor

ADVISORY AND HONORARY COMMITTEE MEMBERS

richard armanino
eleanor Bertino
sharna Brockett
John Buoymaster
curt cassels
claudine cheng
Janet crane 
phill Dillard
Jeannette etheredge
chad Fife
Diane Filippi 
Gail Gilman
richard K. Grosboll
Marybeth hall
George F. hamel, Jr.
ann hatch
peggy Knickerbocker
Gyöngy laky
Denise Mccarthy

stephanie McNeill
alexandra Morgan
pratap penumalli
Kelly powers
Jo schuman silver
Gussie stewart
David stritzinger
Gail switzer
irene lindbeck tibbits
Wells Whitney
ruth Yankoupe
Briana zelaya

Advisory Board members

Our newest Board members,
Katy Jones and Kathleen Emma
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$25,000 +
Brt charitable Foundation
crankstart Foundation
Dana Morton emery and 

robert l. emery
pamela and George hamel, Jr.
the ted slavin Family 

Foundation
cynthia Wong and 

chris schilling 

$15,000-$24,999
Kim and richard Beleson
John Buoymaster
paul Feasby
ted Glenwright
hobson / lucas Family 

Foundation
Joyce linker and Jerry Weisbach
Mary M. Miner
sacramento region community

Foundation

$10,000-$14,999
Judith Brown Meyers and

Michael Meyers in honor of
anne halsted

susan and Daniel Daniloff
Dick Grosboll
chris and Michael harrison
andrew houston charitable

Fund
Brenda Jewett
alexander leff
connie and Bob lurie
Wells Whitney

$5,000-$9,999
sharna Brockett and 

andrew Junius
centric General contractors
claudine cheng
chinatown community 

Development center
Michael F. Dewees
Dolan concrete construction
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J. timothy Falvey
Dan Fraguglia
carolyn and Bob Glah
Katie hall and tom Knutsen
Bannus and cecily hudson
hudson pacific properties, inc.
Kim Jabal and David ciulla
henrik Jones
Koret Foundation
shane larkin
MGM Drywall inc.
Janine Moss and howard carlson
lynda Murtha Griffith
Nibbi Brothers General 

contractors
Judy and Michael o’shea
Veronica and Gino padilla-Valdez
page & turnbull
eve and alexander schuth
Glen sherman
Gussie stewart
priscilla stoyanof and 

David roche

the Menaged Foundation —
Debbie and Mitch Menaged

the trudy scammon Foundation
thomas Wehlen

$2,500-$4,999
alcal specialty contracting, inc.
azul Works inc.
sheryl Barden and Duane perry
ann Bradley
Joann and Jack Bertges
emily Borders
ron Boring
Janet clyde
courtney Waterproofing
suzy and David cumming
Nathan cummings Foundation
Wayne de Jager and 

rebecca titcomb
Drill tech Drilling and shoring inc
carolyn and timothy Ferris
Vinaya and Nick Ferris
Bonnie Fisher and Boris Dramov
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Kelly Golden and steve Gutterman
Janice Gonsalves
Monica and stanley hayes
helen hilton raiser
Deborah and terry houlihan
Jolson Family Foundation
Barbara and ron Kaufman
Marc luo
susanne and Jeff lyons
susan and Matthew Mackowski
Kim and Bob Mclennan
Michele and chris Meany
Jeanne Milligan
Margaret and robert Nibbi
amanda Noonan and Joe ordona 
North Beach Business association
pacific structures
Marcia packlick and Jack Munson
power engineering construction
laurel prevetti, robert hawn and

Katie hawn
prospect Farms
Mary and lew reid

Janet reilly
John sanger 
paul scott
silverado contractors, inc. 
silbey and charles siu
audrey and Bob sockolov
Katherine and David stritzinger
scot terry
ann and Dave thalman
sally towse
Diane B. Wilsey

$1,000-$2,499
sy aal
leona alcorn in memory of 

lynn alcorn
anonymous
sharry and alec Bash
Brayer electric
Bright Funds
carl cade
cahill contractors llc
lillian cape
capitol Glass company
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hanna clements-hart
Jane connors
angelica contreras
cornerstone
Vivien D’andrea
Bevin Daniels
Decker electric
Ben Diaz
catherine earley
eggli landscape contractors inc.
Diane Filippi and ephraim hirsch
ronald Fisher
Kristen Foley
Diane and charles Frankel
laurie and Mark Fusia
hartmut Gerdes
Malin Giddings
Gail Gilman and larry zientarski
Golden state steel & stair inc.
Guzman construction corp.
h.a. Bowen electric, inc.
Gillian haselden
Monika and harry hunt

traci ingles
ishiyama Foundation
tommy Jacobs
Kathleen Judge
Gyöngy laky and tom layton
la Mar cebicheria
chris larose
McGurrin leibert
Mark leno
Gorretti lui
Daniel Macchiarini
richard Manso
alix Marduel and thomas lockard
Jacinta Mccann and Joseph Brown
carolyn McGee
stephanie and Jacob McNeill
MDe electric co.
susan Millhouse
John Mills
alexandra Morgan and 

rick samuels
David and alice Mount Family

Fund
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liz Myers
era Nangia
o’Brien Mechanical, inc.
paramount pictures
Wayne perry
laura powell
Karen and William prezant
Natalie price
ivan ramos
ronald reneau
susan and Daniel rengstorff
rJF Meiswinkel
Benjamin rockwell
pamela and chris rupright
sD Mayer & associates, llp
simon W.r. snellgrove
Margaret sohm
sue and robert spjut
roselyne c. swig
Gail and paul switzer
the Blackbaud Giving Fund
Michele thompson
tommaso’s

Judy tornese
Marjorie and Barry traub
Matt Mert unal
usGa inc.
Vanguard charitable
Valerie Velardi
Marilyn Waldman
leslie and Doug Williamson
Jane Winslow and harvey hacker 
Wl hickey sons, inc
Kat and Blake Woolbright
arlene Wroblewski
ruth Yankoupe
sandy and Jim Yasso
Donna and Jim zarrillo

$500-$999
Mahima agrawal
allied Framers, inc.
christy and rene alvarado
tania amochaev
architectural resource Group &

pacific sealants
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richard and angela 
armanino

susan Baittle and 
simon Gatrall

olivia Balderas
amy Blumenthal
lorraine Bosche
Justin Brolley
Morgan Byce
Michael cerchiai
Kathye citron
club Fugazi
Jen Furches and 

roman coppola
Janet crane and 

rod Freebairn-smith
Daley’s Drywall
courtney Dallaire
laura Dawson
Miles Dobbyn
laurel elkjer and 

peter schmitz
robert estrin

Bobbi evans
Facebook
alfred Fontes
Jeffrey Fraenkel and 

alan p. Mark
chantal and perry Frederick
ellen French
Brad Friedman
lynn Fritz Family 

philanthropic Fund
Diane Giovannini
Golden state lumber
constance Goodyear and

Barry c. Baron, MD
sasha Grigorovich-Barsky
Marybeth and Glenn hall
Maud hallin
peggy hamm
Megan haywood and 

Francisco harvey
richard B. hechler
linda and Kit hinrichs
Daisy hollman

Julie Jensen and 
robert Bryan

sue Fisher King
hendrik Kroon
susan lande and 

Mecque tucker
James lansing
le Beau Nob hill Market
alvin levitt
robert lindsay
Kevin linker
Katherine lonergan
sarah Mars and Jason Fessel
anthony McDonald
Marla McGowan and 

philip Fernandez
Flicka McGurrin
henry Milich
Beverly Mills and 

townsend Walker
sherilyn and ted Moe
Mary etta Moose
Davia lee Nelson

panorama Global Fund c/o
Frontstream

Brian pederson
angie penley
Kathleen perry
Mary risley
Diane roby
Michael rothmann
russian hill Neighbors
Joan schretlen
pete sittnick
Blanche streeter
John sweeny
Diana taylor-Folberg
telegraph hill Dwellers
irene lindbeck tibbits
Kit tobin
liduina Vannes
Webcor
Janice Wood
Betty and carl zlatchin
ida and Fady zoubi
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$150-$499
susan and Jaime arellano
Martin Barredo
steven Batiloro
Benevity
rachel Berman
paola Bernazzani
sandy and stephen Bley
BNY Mellon charitable Gift

Fund
Beate Boultinghouse
Kristin and Jeff Bradach
linda l. Brownrigg
Gaulia Brunet
Bronwyn Brunner
Julian Buff
sandra Bushmaker
John calder
Juila caldwell
chaen chan
Krisann chasarik
Jamie cherry
edric cho
Julie christensen and 

Greg smith

susie coliver and Bob herman
community thrift
Marco comparato
Janet cowperthwaite and 

paul Kilduff
Drew cox
renee Darner
allison Dillon and 

Josh zaretsky
ana Duffy
lisa Dungan
Melissa Dunn
lisa elliot
Kathleen emma
calah estabrook
andrew Fisher and 

Jeffry Weisman
tighe Flatley
elaine Forbes
patricia eleanor Franks
leah and Jerome Garchik
lauren Gargiulo
christina Gee
Kelly Gibbs
sue and Keith Gilbert

therese Grenchik
helen Guan
Barbara and craig heckman
hilda and Jesse
susan hoffman and 

M. Brian Murphy
hornberger + Worstell
holly huebel
rachel insoft
Moe Jamil
Karen Johnson
Kelli Johnson
ararat Kapouytian
seymour Kaufman
suzanne Keebler
Grace Kim and Jeff clinton
peggy Knickerbocker and

robert c. Fisher
Woof Kurtzman
Barbara and thomas la tour
Kerry labelle
Deena landau
petra langer
christopher lane
Marilyn and russell lease

charlene and ed lebowitz
James leung
lillie coit’s
Katharine lindquist
Yelena and sig lindstrom
esther Marks
Julia Mattiassi
Maven properties
takayuki Masui
rick Maxwell
Brady Mccartney
safiuddin adil Mohammed
Nicole Moore
Brenna Moorhead and 

leslie Briggs
Dulce Morales and 

cris subrizi
Mia and robert Morrill
Dana Morris
Karla Moultak
Maggie Muir
Nomi Narra
North Beach laundry
pacific Gas and electric 

company
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allied Mechanical
angela and richard armanino 
Bimbo’s 365 club, 

Gino and Michael cerchiai
sharna Brockett and 

andrew Junius
caffé trieste
cahill contractors llc
susan Daniloff
eco terreno Wines & Vineyards
Francis Ford coppola Winery
italfoods

la Mar cebicheria peruana
Moss Wong associates
pier 23 café 
poggio trattoria
saints peter & paul church
spring Dinner Volunteers
Gussie stewart
tommaso’s
Vesuvio café
Victoria pastry
Waterbar
Donna and Jim zarrillo 

IN-KIND DONORS

   
 
 

 
 
   

   

 
   

  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 

    
 

 
   

 
 
 
   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 

 
 

  
   

 
 

 
   

 
 

   
  
   

  
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

    
  

  
 

    
 

 
 

 
   

   
 

 
 

   
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
   
 

   
 

   
 
 

 
 
  
    

Mary Noel pepys
persuasion pictures
Miriam phillips and 

charles eley
louisa pickering
Kelly and Bill powers
cathy prunty
tori ritchie and 

sam Whiting
trish robbins
Deborah roberts
Kevin romano
ann rubin
preetha saint-auguste
salesforce
Danny sauter
susan schneider
Diana and Michael seder
Kelly sheahan
susan sillins
arlene sims
Danielle celeste smith cloyd
lynnet spiegel
caitlin stobie
elizabeth strong

paulett l. taggart and 
William stout

Norm thompson
sylvia Ventura
Vertex property Group
Mark and leslie Vestrich
Maxwell Volz
allison Walters
alice Waters
susan and Dale Weidmer
lev Weisbach
susan Weisberg
Michelle and tony Wessling
christopher West
Kate and tom Whelan
George Wick
amy Wickstrom
state sen. scott Wiener
laura cari-ann Wilson
susan Wintersteen
Verka zaskodna
Katrin ziegler

Event volunteers
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helping our community with Food, housing & stability

1034 Kearny Street  l  San Francisco, CA 94133  l  415.772.0918  l  northbeachcitizens.org

North Beach Citizens is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization. Tax ID #94-3360013
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